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Rationale.—Depreciation accotmting as we know it today,
is not a new subject to accovintants or businessmen. For many
years accountants have been desirous of improving the methods
of reporting depreciation in financial statements. Accountants
and businessmen alike realize the need for reporting deprecia¬
tion that reflects a more realistic position of business in an
economy vhere costs are continually rising.
In an economy such as ours, businessmen find it in^erative
to focus their attention on the significance of reporting
depreciation, emd sxjbsequently on depreciation policy. No
longer can depreciation be regarded as cm insignificant part
of operations, for many costs are met through depreciation
accounts.
Another factor in the pursuit of a more effective method
of depreciation has been taxation. Business establishments
have foxind that recording of depreciation can significantly
reduce corporate taxes.
Accountants and businessmen are constantly faced with the
problem of depreciation in reporting net ecurnings.
This thesis is an examination of various depreciation
policies.
Problem.—The purpose of this thesis is to present a
comprehensive study of depreciation accounts as they relate
to the depreciation method used by the General Motors
1
2
Corporation; and to show the extent to vhich the element of
depreciation relates to the determination of net profits for
the years 1950 to 1957.
Scope.-- This study is concerned with:
1. A presentation of backgrovmd information necessary
for an understanding of the siibject with which this thesis
deals.
2. The presentation of General Motors depreciation
accounts for the period under study.
3. An analysis of these accounts to determine their effect
on the net earnings of the contpany.
Definitions.—Depreciation means a decrease in value due
to wear and tear, decay and obsolescence on account of use,
1
abuse, the elements or passage of time. A corporation is a
legal entity operating vinder a grant of authority from a state
or other political autonomy in the form of articles of incor-
2
poration or charter.
Procedure.—The beginning chapters of this study atten^t
to give reasons for depreciation accounting. To achieve this
aim, a careful examination of the factors of depreciation is
presented. The main body of the thesis describes the deprecia¬
tion accounts of General Motors Corporation for the period
under study. The conclusion is drawn by evaluation of these
accounts for reporting depreciation.
1
Rufus Wixon (ed.) , Accountants * Handbook (New York,
1956), p. 1.
2
Eric L. Kohler, A Dictionary for Accoxintants (New York,
1952), p. 136.
3
Related Literature.—The data used in this study were
obtained primarily from the following sources:
1.Books
Haurry G. Guthmann, Analysis of Financial Statenents,
Charles H. Langer, Accounting Principle and Procedure,
Advanced Accounting,
Paton and Paton, Corporation Accounts and Statements.
Paton and Paton, Asset Accounting.
Grant and Norton, Depreciation.
Maze and Glover, How to Analyze Cost.





Annual Reports of General Motors Corporation for
the Years 1950 to 1957.
CHAPTER II
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACCOUNTING CONCEPT
Historical Backgrovind
As a generally accepted accovinting principle, depreciation
means the following to the accountants of today: "Depreciation
means the periodical charge-off or amortization of the original
1
money cost of the property during the period of its useful life."
The Development of the Idea.—In 1764, John Smeaton
made an entry in an expense report for maintaining
and preserving the canal from Forth to Clyde by way
of Carron Water: "I suppose in 20 years many of the
locks will want new gates, all of vdiich will gradually
fall in a few years after. I, therefore, suppose them
all made at the end of 20 years and, therefore, 72 locks
at 60 pounds per lock...4,320 pounds."2
This early exaitple indicates that the idea of depreciation,
or loss in value, was recognized at the time of the American
Revolution. However, the idea of depreciation was not clearly
established by the latter part of the nineteenth century. In
1913, the United States Supreme Court ruled that depreciation
must be taken into consideration. "It is also to be noted that
the depreciation in question is not that v^ich has been overcome
by repairs and replacements, but it is the actual existing
3
depreciation in the plant as compared with the new one."
^Arthur Stone Dewing, The Financial Policy of Corporation
(New York, 1953), p. 551.
Perry Mason, "Illustration of the Eeurly Treatment of
Depreciation," the Accounting Review (September, 1933), p. 209,
quoted in P. P. Woodward, "Depreciation — The Development of





Follovd.ng the general acceptcuice of the concept of
depreciation at the txarn of the century, the idea started
to be refined. Causes of depreciation, methods of calculation,
and reasonableness occupied the attention of those concerned
vd.th net income determination. There were businessmen who
argued that a straight-line age-life method of calculation
was the best method.
Between the years 1913 and 1931, most businessmen evolved
a systematic policy with regeird to provisions for depreciation.
The utility con5)anies tended to follow the retirement method,
vhereas commercial con^anies tended to follow the percent of
revenue method. Luther R. Nash, writing with reference to
this period states, "Foremost anciong these standards was the
ratio of appropriations to revenues. Ten percent was regarded
1
as a faULr standard for normal properties." After the stock
market crash of 1929, the straight-line age-life method became
the standcurd. The Bureau of Internal Revenue published its
2
decision that allowable depreciation would be based on the
estimated service lives detesrmined by the Bureau and the bxarden
of proof in disputed cases would be upon the tasjpayer.
Finally, the Revenue Act of 1954 was passed which allowed
r
Luther P. Nash, "Anatomy of Depreciation," Public Utilities
Reports, Inc. (Washington, D. C., 1947), p. 9.
2
Woodward, Op. clt.. United States Treasury Decision No.
4422, Feb. 28, 1934.
6
t3ie calculation of depreciation at higher rate in the early
years of use than in the later years. Since that time the use
of original cost, reproduction value, original cost adjusted
for price level change, and others have been advanced because
of varying pressures and circumstances.^
Concepts of Depreciation.—Professor Bonbright states in
his book. Valuation of Property, that different technical meein-
ings attached to the word depreciation are variants of foxir
basic concepts. These are: 1. Decrease in value; 2. Amortized
cost; 3. Difference in value between an existing old asset and
a hypothetical new asset taken as a standard of con^arison; and
4. Irtpaired serviceableness.
Decrease- in value; This concept iirplies that the value of
one asset is in some way computed at two different dates. The
value of the later date subtracted from the value at the earlier
date is the depreciation, regardless of vdiat combination of
3
causes may have been responsible for the value change.
Amortized Cost; From the viewpoint of accoxinting the cost
of an asset is a prepaid operating e3q>ense to be apportioned
among the years of its life by some more or less systematic
procedure. The net book value is commonly used to describe
the difference between the cost of an asset and the total of
the depreciation charges made to date against this asset, this
difference is more accvurately described as unaraortized cost.
^Ibid., pp. 75-76.
^J. C. Bonbright, Valuation of Property (New York, 1937),
Chapter 10.
•^Eugene L. Grant and Paul T. Noirton, Jr., Depreciation
(New York, 1949), p. 11.
^Ibid. p. 12.
7
Difference in value between an existing old asset and a
hypothetical new asset taken as a standard of comparison:
This is the appraisal concept of depreciation and many
appraisals of old assets are based on replacement cost. The
value of an old asset may be determined by considering the
cost of reproducing its service with the most economical new
asset available for performing the Scime service.
This substitute asset may have many advantages over the
old asset, such as longer life e5q>ectancy, lower annual dis-
biorsements for operation and maintenance, and increased re¬
ceipts from sale of product or service. The deduction from
the cost of the substitute asset should be a measure in money
terms of all of those disadvantages of the existing old asset.
This deduction is called depreciation.^
Appraisal depreciation...means the value inferiority at
the date of the appraisal of one asset, the existing old
one being appraised, to another asset, a hypothetical
new one "used as the basis of valuation, ^
Iir5)aired Serviceableness: As machines become older they
often are unable to hold as close tolerances as when they were
new, Iii^aired serviceableness may result in decrease in value,
but there are many other reasons for such a decrease. Assets
that are physically as good as new are not necessarily as
valuable as when they were new. They may have higher operation
and maintenance costs; they will nearly always have shorter
life e3q)ectancy; service conditions may have changed; more




Testimony is sometimes given that there has been little
or no impairment ofthe serviceableness of an asset; the asset
has had little or no decrease in value. Such testimony fails
to recognize the fact that because decrease in value usually
results from in^airment of serviceableness, it does not follow
that it is usually not true that there is no decrease in value
merely because there is no in^airment of serviceableness. From
the value viewpoint, assets are often practically without value
even though they have suffered no iii^airment of serviceableness
1
at all.
Orthodox Depreciation Accoxmtlng.—The orthodox accounting
treatment of depreciation is that it is the past expenditure
for fixed assets vhich is being charged off in the accovints.
That part of the cost of the services of the physical assets
of an enterprise which is included in the ciarrent depreciation
charge was paid for at the time the assets were piarchased. The
payment to be made when an existing machine is replaced with a
new one is a prepayment for the services of the new machine, not
a cost of the service of the old machine being replaced. The
need for charging the investment in any machine into cost over
2
its life exists whether or not any replacement is to be made.





H. R. Hatfield, Accountancy (New York, 1931), p. 130,
quoted in E. L. Gremt and P. T. Norton, Jr.', Depreciation
New York, 1949), p. 3.
9
.. .the depreciation base for accoiinting purposes
Ccumot, \inder orthodox accounting, be any such
figxare as estimated cost of replacement of 'present
fair value new'. Depreciation charges must always
be based on the historical cost of an asset or group
of assets to its present owners or on some figiire as
close to this as it is practicable to determine,^
The Committee on accounting procedure of the American
Institute of Accoxintcuits has taken the position:
.. .that business management has the responsibility
of providing for replacement of plant and machinery.
It also recognizes that, in reporting profits today,
the cost of material and labor is reflected in terms
of 'inflated' dollars, while cost of productive
facilities in vhich capital was invested at a lower
price level is reflected in terms of dollaurs vdiose
purchasing power was much greater. There is no
doubt that in considering depreciation in connection
with product cost, prices, and business cycles,
management must take into consideration the probability
that plant auid laachinery will have to be replaced at
costs much greater than those of the facilities now in
use. Stockholders, employees, and the general public
should be informed that a business must be able to re¬
tain out of profits amounts sufficient to replace
productive facilities at current prices if it is to
stay in bxasiness. The committee therefore gives its
full support to the use of supplementary financial
schedules, esqplanations, or footnotes by vhich manage¬
ment may explain the need for retention of earnings.^
Causes of Depreciation
Depreciation as the term is generally used in accounting,
means the diminution in value of fixed tangible assets result¬
ing from their decreased service capacity. Lcinger described




Paul Grady, "Conservation of Productive Capital Through
Recognition of Current Cost of Depreciation," Accountlncf
Review (October, 1955), XXX, p. 618.
10
Such decrease in service capacity may be due
to physical deterioration, exhaustion of raw 1
materials, physical destruction, or inadequacy.
Physical Deterioration.—Physical deterioration is the
effect of use (wear and tear from operations), lapse of time,
or the normal action of the elements. Depreciation due to
lapse of time is illustrated by the disintegration of wood,
brick, etc., and that caused by natural elements is the re¬
sult of atmospheric conditions.
Physical Destruction.—Physical destruction is not de¬
preciation in the usual sense, but only in those industries
\diere physical destruction occurs through abnormal action of
the elements such as wind storms, blizzards, sleet or floods.
Therefore, it is permissible to charge to operations for de¬
preciation an amoxint to cover such losses.
Exhaustion of Raw Materials.—The useful life of a fixed
asset may be predicated upon an estimate of the length of
time required for extraction of the raw materials for whose
conversion the plant was built and the equipment Installed.
The cost of the plant and equipment less salvage value should
be writtem off over the estimated period needed for the
complete consunrption.
Obsolescence.—Obsolescence is the process vhereby a
fixed asset falling into disuse resulting from the invent-
tion of a new machine vdiose higher efficiency makes necessary
I
Charles H. Danger, Accounting Principles and Procedure;
Advanced Accounting. (Illinois, 1949), Lecture 21, p. 1.
11
the scrapping of the old machine, improvements in manufac¬
turing processes, substitution of the present product by a
new one, cessation of demand, or it may result from legisla-
tl6n.
Inadequacy.—A fixed asset may become inadequate as a
result of Increased demand for its service or product such
as a power plant \diich has a maximum productive capacity.
Supersession.—Supersession is loss resulting from the
lessening in value of a machine after the invention of a new
machine vdiich produces an iit^roved article or the same article
1
at a lower cost.
1
Ibid., Lecture 22, p. 3.
CHAPTER III
DEPRECIATION - METHODS OF COMPUTATION
The methods of confuting periodical depreciation range
from the vdiolly indefensible method of writing off varying
arbitrary amounts, depending upon the profits realized, to the
highly con^lex annuity method involving compound interest on
carrying values. The fact that unforeseen conditions may
materially affect the bases on vhich the depreciation is com¬
puted, and that cvirrent depreciation charges are therefore
estimates at best, it seems that the method chosen, should be
one that will result in a fairly equitable distribution of
depreciation, without involving theories requiring the use of
higher mathematics. The more common methods of allocating the
total amount of depreciation are based purely on the period of
time expired without any consideration of activity, or on the
\ise of the asset, expressed in production hours, queuitity output,
or service rendered. There are numerous methods of estimating
the amount of depreciation vhich must be included as part of
the cost of manufacturing the product. Maze said:
The ideal method would be one vdiich permitted the making
of a periodic charge against the cost of the product,
and a similar amount credited to a reserve account which
would equal the exact actual value by vhich the asset has
decreased during that period.^
The factors which enter into consideration vhen estimating
the rate of depreciation and life of an asset aure: mechanical
I




construction, including materials, specifications, services
to be performed, condition under which service is to be per¬
formed, expected maintenance and repair; federal and state
regulations and residual value.
Straight Line Method.—Under the straight line method, the
cost less scrap value is distributed on the basis of estimated
useful life, and each operation period is charged with deprecia¬
tion in proportion to the estimated useful life.
The straight line method ignores entirely an iit^rtant
factor; namely, that greater use may be made of an
asset in one period than in embther...^
This method is perhaps more generally used than ciny other
method. The siirplicity of operation, lack of mathematical com¬
putation required, emd minimum amount of time required to compute
amounts, etc., makes this method desirable. The straight line
method is recommended by the Internal Revenue Department for taoc
purposes. The following assumed conditions and related schedule
of depreciation illustrates this method.
COST NET SCRAP VALUE ESTIMATED USEFUL LIFE
$10,000 $100 5 yecirs
(These figures are used in succeeding illustra¬
tions in order that a comparison may be made of
the results obtained by each method.)
Schedule of Depreciation
Straight Line Method








C. H. Danger, Op. Cit., Lecture 21, p. 3
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Diminishing Value Method - Fixed Per Cent on Basis of
Estimated Useful Life.—In the diminishing value method of
v/riting off depreciation, the amount of periodical deprecia¬
tion written off is a fixed percent of the carrying value of
the asset at the beginning of each operating period. The factors
to be considered are: cost less scrap value and the estimated
1
useful life, expressed in number of operation periods. This
method tends to establish a relationship between the amo\ant of
depreciation eind cost of repairs in order to equalize the charge
against the product, A constant percentage rate of depreciation
is determined and applied to the cost of the asset for the first
year, and applied to the annually reduced value of each siibse-
2
quent yecir during the estimated lifetime of the asset.
The confutation of the rate, necessitates the use of
logarithms, a requirement vhich restricts the use of this method
to those vho are familicir with the mathematical process involved.
Facts
COST NET SCRAP VALUE ESTIMATED USEFUL LIFE
$10,000 $100 5 years
r = rate; c= cost; n = number of periods; s = net scrap value
Formula






Fixed Percent of Diminishing Value Method


















*(60.189% of Diminishing Value)
Diminishing Value Method - Arbitrary Fixed Percent.—
Because of the difficulty of con5>uting the true rate, the
general practice is to write off an airbitrary fixed percent
of the Ccurrying value without giving consideration to the scrap
value. The arbitrary percent is set without a full appreciation
of the difference in amounts between the periodical depreciation
based on the diminishing carrying value, particularly in the
later periods of the estimated useful life. The following
Illustrations show how the two methods differ with regard to




C. H. Danger, Op. Cit., Lecture 21, p. 4.
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Schedules of Depreciation
Diminishing Value Method — Arbitrary Fixed Percent

















^(5% of Diminishing Value)
•w
(5% of Original Value)
\
S\im of Years' Digits Method,—The sum of years
method of charging off the total depreciation is based on the
s\xm of the digits of the estimated life. The depreciation
cinnually written off on the original cost, less scrap value,
decreases each successive year. The sum of the series of
nuinbers representing the useful life yeeirs of the asset is the
denominator; the numerator for the first year is the highest of






On the basis of the following facts: cost = $10,000; net
scrap value = $100; and useful life = 5 years; the sum of the
years' digits is 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5, or 15, and the schedule of
depreciation is as follows;
Schedule of Depreciation
Sum of Years' Digits Method




2 4/15 2,640 4,060
3 3/15 1,980 2,080
4 2/15 1,320 760
5 1/15 660 100
Total 15/15 $9,900
Annuity Method.— The annuity method is based on the theory
that in addition to the proportionate part of the depreciation
cost charge to operations each period, a charge should be made
representing interest on the carrying value of the asset. The
total amount is charged to depreciation, the offsetting credit
being divided into a credit to interest income for the amoxint of
interest on the carrying value of the asset and a credit to
allowance for depreciation for the balance. Economists hold
that this interest should be considered as a cost, vdiereas
accountants generally take the view that although interest on
money invested in fixed assets should be considered in determin¬







There are two elements which are merged in the depreciation
charges: (1) depreciation in the asset itself at increasing
annual amounts equal to the amounts determined under the sinking
fund method; and (2) interest eeirned on the asset investment
value at decreasing annual amounts to correspond with the declin¬
ing book value of the asset. The total depreciation charge over
the life of the asset exceeds the depreciable cost of the asset
by the amount of the interest eaucned over the life of the asset.
Thus, the annual depreciation charge is a uniform amount because
the increasing depreciation element is con5>ensated by the decreas-
1
ing interest element.
The formula and schedule cure as follows: c = cost; s = net
scrap value; i =* interest rate per period; p = present value of
1; D = confound discount on 1; d = depreciation per period.
If no scrap value is to be considered, the fomula is;
d = c + B
1
If the scrap value is to be considered, the following
formula is used:
d = (c-pxs) + j
Assuming the following factors: cost = $10,000; net scrap
value = $100; interest rate = 6%; and estimated useful life =
5 years; the formula appears as:





































Sinking Fund Method.—The method employs the usual sinking
fund principle in its operation. The annual charge for depre¬
ciation is a constant, and the rate is somevghat lower due to
the fact that the sinking fund interest is added to the amount
in the fund. The euinual depreciation charge is based on the
amount of cash vhich it would be necessary to set aside each
period, plus the interest eeurned on prior payments, in order to
accumulate an amount sufficient to pvurchase a new asset when
the present one is fully depreciated. The periodic increase in
the fund consists of the current payments into the fund plus the
interest, the fund emd the allowance for depreciation should
always be equal. When the asset is fully depreciated, the amount
in the fund pl\is the cash received from sale of scrap value will
be sufficient to replace the asset with a new one of the same
1
cost, assuming no inflation.
H. Lcinger, Op. Cit., Lecture 21, p. 5.
20
The formula and schedules are as follows: SFC = annual con¬
tribution to sinking ftind; c = cost of asset; s = net scrap
value; n = niuriber of periods; i = interest rate; 1= (l+i)n-l.
SFC = c - s + —


















































Production Methods.— This method attempts to relate the
rate and amount of depreciation to the output of the plant.
The production methods of distributing depreciation are based
on the theory that the estimated useful life of an asset
diminishes in proportion to the service rendered. The charge
for depreciation for a period is that proportion of the total
estimated service capacity.
21
When the production method of confuting depreciation is
used, the useful life of an asset is translated into its estimat¬
ed service capacity, vdiich may be expressed in the number of
production hours, service output, or quantity production,
depending upon the method best suited to the production asset
1
or business.
The essential feature of all production or output methods
of apportioning depreciation is the attempt to correlate cost
to results. The passing of time Which is basic to the straight
line method does not directly affect the determination of the
depreciation e3q>ense. The rate of depreciation is lower and
the total depreciation charged is higher during periods of
normal output thcui dxiring periods of subnormal output. At the
siibnormal output the rate for each unit of output is higher,
but the total amount of depreciation is lower. The uncertainty
of what the production output will be dxiring a future period
2
is the outstanding objection to the use of this method. The
following Illustrations show three different production methods:




Yectr Hours of Service Rate Depreciation Cairrvlng Value
1 2,600 26/100 $2,574
$10,000
7,426
2 3,000 30/100 2,970 4,456
3 1,800 18/100 1,782 2,674
4 1,200 12/100 1,188 1,486
5 1.400 14/100 1.386 100




G. G. Maze, Op. Cit.. p. 226
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Year Units Rate Depreciation Value
- $10,000
1 300,000 30/90 $3,300 6,700




4 130,000 13/90 1,430 1,420
5 120.000 12/90 .-lr32,0. 100
Total 900.000 90/90 $9,900
Composite Life.—The composite life method of distribution
of depreciation Is based on the composite estimated useful life
of a number of different classes of fixed assets, each class
having a different estimated useful life. This method is best
23
suited \diere assets of siijiilar type are used and vdiere there
is no great variation in service life. The composite rate
1
is derived from the average life of the group of assets.














Rufus Wixon, Op. Clt.. Section 17, p. 16.

















A $ 80,000 $1,000 $ 79,000 1 $ 79,000 20 $1,580,000
B 40,000 500 39,500 4 158,000 5 790,000
C 165,000 2,000 163,000 5 815,000 4 3,260,000
D 89.250 4.000 85.250 2 170.500 10 1.705.000
Total $ 374,250 $7,500 $366,750 $1,222,500 $7,335,000
7,335,000 + 1,222,500 6
Composite life in years = 6
Rate percent on straight line is 100% + 6 or 16~2/3%
25
While the individual classes of assets have a life of
20, 5, 4 and 10 years, the plant as a v/hole has a life of
6 years. The following schedule shows that the depreciation
on the coii^osite life basis is the same as if each class of
assets were depreciated on the basis of its estimated life.
Some of the assets are short lived. If these assets are
not replaced, a new calculation of the composite life must
be made. This method required that changes in conditions be




On Rate of Individual Class
Class Rate Basis Depreciation
A 1/20 $79,000 $3,950
B 1/5 39,500 7,900
C 1/4 163,000 40,750
D 1/10 85,250 8.525
Yeeurlv chauige $61,125
On Basis of Composite Life
Class Rate Basis Depreciation
A, B, C, D 1/6 $366,750 $61,125
Yearly change $61,125
1
C. H. Lcuiger, Op. Clt.. Lecture 21, p. 6.
CHAPTER IV
DEPRECIATION POLICY OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Description of the Corporation
Position in the Automotive Industry in the United States.—
The autonotive market is highly con^etitive. General Motors
sales of motor vehicles in the United States have exceeded
those of any other motor vehicle manufactxirer in each yeeir
commencing with 1931. Factory sales for the prewar years
1935-41 and the postwar period indicates that the demand for
transportation services provided by motor vehicles shows a
relatively steady growth, as Indicated by total registration
figures. The e}q>lanation for this, particularly in the case
of passenger Ccurs is that the automobile is a durable goods
item cind that the new ceu: buyer usually keeps his car for a
period less than its noirmal span vhich enables him to avoid
the necessity of replacing it on,any regular schedule. In the
year 1954, the Corporation accounted for over 50% of the
passenger car sales in the U.S., and this percentage increased
1
in 1955.
Description of Business.--General Motors Corporation
(herein sometimes referred to as the Corporation) was incor¬
porated in 1916 under the Laws of the State of Delaware. Its
principal executive offices are located at 3044 West Grand
Boulevard, Detroit, Michigan and 1775 Broadway, New York.
General Motors Corporation and its consolidated subsidiaries
1
Morgan Stanley and Co., Prospectus. General Motors
Corporation (February, 1955)V P« 17.
26
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are sometimes referred to as “General Motors."
The Corporation is primarily an operating company engaged
in the manufacture, assemibly and sale of various products in
the United States. Such operations are also conducted in Canada
and overseas by subsidiaries vdiich, with minor exceptions, are
v^olly~owned. The principal products are in the automotive
field and consist of passenger cars, commercial vehicles,
1
peurts cind accessories.
Properties and Depreciation Policy
Real estate, plcuits and equipment are carried on sxabsteintial-
ly at cost, with minor exceptions. The amounts at which proper¬
ties are stated do not purport to represent present replacement
costs or realizable value.
Active Properties,— With respect to active properties,
provision is made for depreciation at average annual group
(conposite) rates calculated to recover costs over the useful
lives of the properties, using a straight-line method. The
cuinual rates which are applied to gross book value of active
properties other than emergency facilities are, with minor
exceptions, shown in Table 1. Depreciation is not provided
beyond 100% of the gross book value in respect of a given





DEPRECIATION AT AVERAGE ANNUAL GROUP (Composite) RATE^
Active Properties Other
Properties Located
in the United States^
Properties Located
in Other Countries









Land Improvements 5 5 5 5
Buildings 3 1/2 3 1/2 3 3
Machinery and Equipment:
Power plant and trans¬
mission equipment 5 5 10 10
Forging, pressed metal,
plant service and main¬
tenance equipment 6 2/3 5 7/8 10 10
General plant equipment 6 2/3 8 1/3 10 10
Foxmdi^f equipment 6 2/3 6 2/3 10 10
Processing and other
productive equipment 8 1/3 8 1/3 10 10
Machine tools 8 1/3 7 10 10
Truck equipment - 12 1/2 - 10
Automobile equipment - 20 - 10
Special facilities (items
pcirticulcurly affected bj
product chcinges) 25 25 10
Furniture and Office
Equipment:
Furniture and fixtures 5 5 10 10
Office machines and
equipment - 10 - 10
a
Taken from Note 3 to Financial Statements, (1957) and
Prospectus (General Motors Corporation), 1955, p. 30.
b
Depreciation on properties located in United States is accrued
as follows:
Depreciation on fixed assets in completed plant as of December
31, 1953 is accrued at the applicable rates listed above.
Depreciation on fixed assets transferred to con^leted plant
after Deceiriber 31, 1953 is, with minor exceptions, accrued as follows
1. For the first one-third of estimated useful life, at 1 1/2
times the applicable rate listed above.
2. For the second one-third of estimated useful life, at the
applicable rate listed above.
3. For the remaining one-third of estimated useful life, at
1/2, the applicable rate listed above.




During the year 1954 the Corporation completed a conpre-
hensive review of its depreciation policy. Based on this review,
the Corporation changed at the year end certain of the rates of
depreciation, effective January 1, 1954.^ It was estimated that
the net income of General Motors would not he materially affect¬
ed in 1954 or the necur future by the combined effect of this
modification of its depreciation policy and the acceleration
of depreciation chaurges for tax purposes permitted by the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
Extraordinary Obsolescence.— In addition to provision
for depreciation of buildings made at the above rates, a
provision for extraordinary obsolescence of building has been
made, beginning in 1947, equivalent to 1% of the gross book
value of building additions (except emergency facilities) in
the United States constructed dxiring the immediate postwar
years, 1945 through 1951. This rate was applied to each year's
expenditures for a period of four years. This provision was
2
concluded as of Decerriber 31, 1954.
Emergency Facilities.-— With respect to properties in
the United States certified by the government vftiolly or in part
for amortization on a five year basis for Federal income tax
purposes cuid classified as emergency facilities, provisions
have been made beginning in 1951 for depreciation at annual
rate of 20% on the portion of properties certified. On the





improvements and buildings and 12% for machinery and equip¬
ment and furniture and fixtures.
The differences between the net book value and the
proceeds of sales or salvage realized on properties sold
or retired in the United States eure, with minor exceptions
(principally as to furniture and fixtures, on vdiich differ¬
ences are reflected in income), reflected in accxjmulated
depreciation and obsolescence; such differences applicable
to properties sold or retired in other countries are
generally reflected in income.
At December 31, 1945 the accximulated depreciation and
obsolescence applicable to properties located in the United
States was recon^uted on the basis of the amounts required
at the annual rates, and the excess of accumulated balances
over the reconputed balcinces was transferred to a special
account. Such excess. Included in accxmulated depreciation
cuid obsolescence is available to absorb extraordinary losses
1
on retirements from any plant classification.
Leasehold Improvements.— Leasehold in^rovements are
amortized on a basis sufficient to absorb the cost of the
in5>rovements over the period of the lecises. Amortization
2






Special Tools.—-Defense special tools generally are
amortized on a production basis over the Initial segments of
the related defense contracts In accordance with contract
pricing provision. Since the utility value of commercial
special tools, particularly those used In the production
of passenger cars. Is radically affected by frequent changes
In styling and In the design of functional components of the
product, expendltxires for such special tools are amortized
over short periods of time. Replacement of special tools
Is charged to costs.
Property;--The property accounts Include values (not
subject to depreciation or amortization provisions) for fixed
coit^lements of permanent and semi-permanent tools, against
which reserves cure maintained as a reflection of the average
condition. Cxarrent expendlt\ires for replacement of such
1
tools are chaurged to costs.
General Policy Is the general policy to charge
costs and expenses with all maintenance, repairs and re¬
arrangement ejspenses, and with renewals and betterments
which do not enhance the value or Increase the basic pro¬







Expenditures for Real Estate, Plants and Equipment
For the Years 1950 - 1957
Since the war it has been necessary to retain a larger
proportion of net income for use in the business to pay for
improved and e3q>anded facilities in an inflationary period.
In the five years 1946 - 1950, $1,444,766,082 was expended
for real estate, plants euid equipment, including special
tools. Sxibstantlal siims went for replacement and moderniza¬
tion of facilities to increase operating efficiency. Expen¬
ditures were also made for expansion of facilities to take
care of the high demand for goods. Of the total expenditure
for these purposes, $972,339,318 came from amoxints retained
for depreciation, obsolescence and cutiortlzation. The balance
of $472,428,764 was provided out of the increased stockholder
investment in the business. Table 10 shows a yearly distri¬







DISPOSITION OF RECEIPTS, 1950 - 1957*
Receipts and Disbursements
■


























Sales of products eind
other Income (net) $7,563 100 $7,522 100 $7,627 100 $10,116 100
Disbursements:
Suppliers for materials
amd services 3,542 46 3/4 3,719 49 1/4 3,688 48 1/2 5, 327 52 3/4
Employees for payrolls 1,946 25 3/4 1,996 26 1/2 2,135 28 2,776 27 1/2
Federal, state and
local taxes 1,119 15 1,141 15 1/4 1,107 14 1/2 1,237 12 1/4
Depreciation and obso¬
lescence of plants









4 3/4 362 4 3/4 362 3 1/2
Use in business to pro¬
vide facilities cund
working capital 295 4 143 2 197 2 1/2 236 2 1/4
♦Taken from General Motors Annual Reports, 1950-1957, (General Motors Corporation).
TABLE 10 Continued
1954 1955 1956 1957
























Sales of products and
other income (net) $9,906 100 $12,532 100 $10,910 100 $11,085 100
Disbursements:
Suppliers for materials
and services 5,061 51 6,073 48 1/2 5,410 49 1/2 5,558 50
Eit5>loyees for payrolls 2,771 28 3,378 27 3,155 29 3,187 28 3/4
Federal, state and local
taxes 1,035 10 1/2 1,598 12 3/4 1,150 10 1/2 1,082 9 3/4
Depreciation eind obso¬
lescence of plants





G, M. Shareholders 449 4 1/2 605 4 3/4 566 5 1/4 568 5 1/4
Tfie in business to pro¬
vide facilities and
working capital 357 3 1/2 584 4 1/2 282 2 1/2 275 2 1/2
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For the Year 1950,-^able 2 sunmiarizes the Corporation’s
real estate, plants cind equipment account at December 31,
1950 and 1949.
TABLE 2























Net Value $ 801.947.256 $ 777.454.109 $ 24.493.047
a
Taken from General Motors Annual Report, 1950.
b
Decrease
There was no change in 1950 through 1953 in depreciation
rates or in the Corporation’s policy with respect to providing
for depreciation and obsolescence. The amount charged against
income for depreciation and obsolescence was $121,925,443 in
36
1950, coir^ared with $110,403,263 in 1949 - the increase in
the 1950 provision reflecting added plant facilities. These
provisions include $17,387,074 in 1950 and $14,927,358 in
1949 for extraordinary obsolescence of buildings. As a re¬
sult of the high level of production in 1950, there was a
decrease of $24,222,891 in the unamortized balauice of special
tools, representing the amount by which amortization of
special tools exceeded tool expenditxares for the year.^
For the Year 1951.--Table 3 stiramarizes the Corporation's
real estate, plants and equipment accoxint at December 31,
1951 and 1950.
TABLE 3














Tools 58.265.218 45.976.833 12.288.385
Gross
Book
Value $2,162,918,601 1,909,429,470 253,489,131
Less Accumulated
Depreciation &
Obsolescence 1.221.075.382 1.107.482.214 113.593.168
Net Book
Value $ 941,843,219 $ 801,947,256 $139,895,963
♦Taken from General Motors Annual Report, 1951.




The amount chcirged against Income for depreciation
and obsolescence was $124,783,573 (including $2,736,515
for amortization on a five year basis of the portion of
defense facilities certified by the government for
accelerated amortization). This provision included
$7,343,516 for extraordinary obsolescence of buildings.
The Increase of $12,288,385 in the unamortized
balance of special tools dxaring 1951 reflects an increase
of $27,831,164 in special tools applicable to defense con¬
tracts, to be recovered against production in 1952 and
later years, partially offset by a reduction of $15,542,779
in the unamortized balance of special tools applicable to
1
commercial operations.
For the Year 1952,—The real estate, plants and equip¬
ment account at December 31, 1952 and 1951 is stimmarized in
Table 4,
1


















Tools 180,147.281 58.265.218 121,882,063
Gross
Book
Value 2,607,945,848 2,162,918,601 445,027,247
Less Accumulated
Depreciation &
Obsolescence 1.345.069.534 1.221.075.382 123.994.152
Net Book
Value $1.262.876.314 $ 941.843.219 $321,033,095
♦Taken from General Motors Annual Report. 1952.
General Motors' defense production program currently
called for an estimated total expenditiare of $390 million
for facilities excluding special tools. Outlays through
December 31, 1952 totaled $289 million. In determining
\diat portion of these facilities should be eligible for
accelerated amortization over five years, the government
considered such factors as the additional capacity needed
to meet defense needs, the post-emergency usefulness of the
added facilities and the financial incentive deemed necessary
to induce expansion.
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During 1952 the amoxmt charged against income for accel¬
erated amortization at a 20% annual rate was $12 million.
Other depreciation and obsolescence charges totaled $126
million.
The increase of $122 million in the \inanK5rtized balance
of special tools during 1952 included eui Increase of $49
million applicable to commercial operations. In addition,
there was an increase of $73 million applicable to defense
contracts which is to be recovered against svibsequent defense
production.^
For the Year 1953.—The real estate, plants and equip¬
ment accoiint at December 31, 1953 and 1952 is suinmarized in
Table 5.
TABLE 5














Tools 141.696,307 180.147.289 38.450.974^
Gross Book
Value 3,053,445,869 2,607,945,848 445,500,021
Less Acctomulated
Depreciation &





®Taken from General Motors Annual Report, 1953.
decrease
M. Annual Report 1952. (General Motors Corporation),
pp. 30-32
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The G, M, defense production program has required a
total expenditture of about $400 million for facilities,
excluding special tools, substantially all of vdiich had been
expended by December 31, 1953.
During 1953, the amoiuit charged against income for de¬
preciation and obsolescence was $178 million, including 33
million for accelerated amortization at a 20% annual rate.
There was a net decrease of $38 million in the unamor¬
tized baleuice of special tools during 1953. Special tools
applicable to defense operations decreased $84 million vdiile
those applicable to commercial operations Increased by $46
million. Defense tooling charges are recovered as products
are delivered, usually over the Initial segment of the con¬
tract . ^
For the Year 1954.—During the year, the Corporation
conpleted a con^rehensive review of its depreciation policies
in the United States. Based on this review, revised estimates
of useful lives of certain types of fixed assets (principally
machinery and equipment) were determined, resulting in a
change in the rates of depreciation to be applied, effective
January 1, 1954. Also, with respect to acquisitions after
December 31, 1953, the application of the revised deprecia¬
tion rates was modified to amortize approximately two-thirds
of original cost during the first half of estimated property
life and approximately one-third during the second half of
the estimated life. It is considered that the revised rates
^ G. M. Annual Report 1953. (General Motors Corporation,
1953), pp. 38-40.
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and the modified procedure will provide annual depreciation
charges that adequately reflect the decline in the value of
facilities resulting from both technological and economic
obsolescence and physical wear and tear.
The real estate, plants and equipment accovint at
December 31, 1954 emd 1953 is sximmarized in Table 6.
TABLE 6















Tools 202.210.654 141.696.307 60.514.347
Gross Book
Value 3,920,745,428 3,053,445,869 867,299,559
Less Accumulated
Depreciation &
Obsolescence 1.759.624.218 1.517.114.794 242.509.424
Net Book
Value $2,161,121,210 $1,536,331,075 $624,790,135
♦Taken from General Motors Annual Report, 1953.
During 1954, the amount charged against income for de¬
preciation and obsolescence was $233 million, including $44
42
million for accelerated amortization of defense facilities
certified by the U. S, Government for amortization over a
five-year period.
Special tools applicable to defense operations decreased
$16 million during the year and at the year-end had been
largely amortized against defense product deliveries. Special
tools applicable to commercial operations increased by $77
million during the year, reflecting the sizable expenditures
required for the Corporation's new model and engine programs.
Since the utility value of commercial tools, particularly
those used in the production of passenger cars, is radically
affected by frequent chsinges in the styling and design of
functional con^nents of the product, expenditures for these
special tools are amoirtlzed over short periods of time.
Real estate, plants cmd equipment at Deceniber 31, 1954
was Increased by $130 million as a result of the consolida¬
tion of the accounts of Vaxudiall Motors Limited and Adam Opel
1
A.G. with those of the Coirporation.
For the Year 1955.—Expenditiires for new and inproved
facilities under the capital expenditure programs inaugxorated
in 1954 and espeinded in 1955 are reflected in the substantial
increase in real estate, plants eind equipment account during
1955. This accoiant at December 31, 1955 and 1954 is summariz¬
ed in Table 7.


















Tools 107.528.992 202.210.654 94.631.662^
Gross Book
Value 4,354,435,101 3,420,745,428 443,606,673
Less Accumulated
Depreciation & 2.001.320.458 1.759.624.218 241.696.240
Obsolescence
Net Book
Value $2.353.031.643 $2,161,171,210 $191,910,433
a
Taken from General Motors Annual Report. 1955.
b
Decrease
Dxiring 1955 the anv^unt charged to income for depreciation
and obsolescence wss $294 million. Including $45 million for
accelerated amortization of defense facilities certified by
the United States Government. The unamortized balance of
special tools, representing primarily special tools applicable
to commercial operations, decreased $95 million during the year.
1




For the Year 1956,—During 1956 ej^endittares for new
eind improved facilities under the capital expenditaare
programs inaugurated in 1954, and since expanded, continued
at an increasing rate. These expenditxares are reflected in
the saabstemtial increase in the real estate, plants and
equipment account vhich is siammarized at December 31, 1956
and 1955 in Table 8,
TABLE 8














Tools 199.023.530 107.578.992 91.444.538
Gross Book
Value 5,271,815,966 4,354,352,101 917,463,865
Less Accumulated
Depreciation & 2.304.003.607 2,001,320,458 302.683.149
Obsolescence
Net Book
Value $2,967,812,359 $2,353,031,643 $614,780,716
♦Taken from General Motors Annual Report, 1956.
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The increase during the year 1956 in gross real
estate, plants and equipment araoxinting to a record
$891 million, exceeding by 18% the previous high of
$755 million spent in 1954.
During 1956 the amoxint chaurged to income for de¬
preciation and obsolescence was $347 million, including
$43 million for accelerated eimortlzation of defense
facilities certified by the United States Government.
The unamortlzed balance of special tools, representing
primarily special tools applicable to commercial opera¬
tions, increased $91 million during 1956 to a total of
$199 million reflecting the higher tooling costs on the
in5>roved automotive lines.^
For the Year 1957.—Balance in real estate, plants
and equipment account at Deceitiber 31, 1957 are compared
in Table 9 with balances at the end of 1956.
1


















Tools 302.023.987 199.023.530 108.000.457
Gross Book
Value 5,765,331,004 5,221,815,966 493,515,038
Less Accumulated
Depreciation & 2.647.060.244 2.304.003.607 343.056.637
Obsolescence
Net Book
Value $3,118,270,760 $2,967,812,359 $150,458,401
Dioring 1957 the amount chaurged to income for depreciation
and obsolescence was $415 million. Including $36 million for
accelerated amortization of defense facilities certified by
the U, S. Government.
The linamortized balauice of special tools applicable to
commercial operations, increased $108 million during 1957 to
$307 million reflecting higher tooling costs on iit^roved
automotive line,^
^G. M. Annual Report 1957. ( General Motors Corporation,
1957), p. 30-38.
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Real estate, plants and equipment accounts for the
years 1950 to 1956 are shovm in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1













Year '48 *49 '50 *51 *52 *53 '54 '55 '56 '57
♦Taken from General Motors TVnnual Report, 1957.
Factors Affecting the Year^* Results
General Motors' financial results in 1950 reflected
increased volume of business done by the Corporation during
the year. The resultant increased profits made it possible
not only to distribute increased dividends to G. M. common
stockholders, but also to reinvest in the business funds
which, together with amounts provided for depreciation and
obsolescence were sufficient to meet the increased costs of
new plant and equipment and provided adequate working capital
48
for operations at high volume. As the yecu: ended, General
Motors was in excellent financial position for handling the
defense assignments it was beginning to receive.
In appraising the financial results of 1950 operations,
it is well to bear in mind that G. M.'s 1950 profits were
ecurned in a year of exceptionally high volume. (Figure 2) .
FIGURE 2










Year '48 '49 ’50 '51 *52 *53 '54 '55 '56 '57
★Taken from General Motors Annual Report, 1957.
In high volume years profits rise nK>re sharply than do sales.
In yecurs of poor business, on the other hand, profits fall
more sharply than do sales. Profits fluctuate in this way
because an inportant portion of costs is fixed and must be
met vjhether business is good or bad. If profits were not to
49
fluctuate, prices would have to be Increased in periods of
low volxame but would fall in periods of high volume. Such
a policy would not be desirable nor would it be practical
in em industry like the automotive industry in which cuiy
approach to pricing is subject to the intact of both costs
and conpetition.
Net income in 1950 amounted to 11.1% of sales compared
with 11.5% in 1949 and an average of 9.7% for the years 1946~
1950. Before the war, for the years 1936-1940, net income
averaged 12.6% of sales. The primary reason for the drop in
1950 in the percentage relationship of net income to sales,
despite a s^abstantial increase^in sales in 1950 over 1949,
was the increase in tax rates.
Net income amounted to 6.8% of sales in 1951 con5>ared
with 11.1.% in 1950. (Figure 3)
FIGURE 3
NET INCOME AS PERCENT OF SALES*
percent
*Taken from General Motors Annual Report. 1957.
M. Annual Report 1950. (General Motors Corporation,
1950), pp. 32-33.
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During 1951 there were factors that adversely affected
the financial results:
Price ceilings: If material and labor costs rise in
normal times v^en goods are in demand, prices tend to
rise too, subject, of covirse, to limitations imposed by
the market. Assuming that operations are efficient, cost
subtracted from the market prices leaves a remainder that
constitutes a satisfactory profit. During 1951, however,
prices were under government control. Some price increases
were permitted, but in case of automobiles the increases
were inadequate.
Rising costs: During 1951 there were Increases in prices
of most material necessary to the production of automobiles.
Moreover, the effect of 1950 cost increases on the automobile
price structure was not recognized by the government in
establishing price controls in December, 1950. Nor had the
higher cost of using conversion steel and certain alternate
materials been given adequate recognition. Labor costs in¬
creased. The same was true of overhead costs. With civilicui
voliime down because of government restrictions, fixed costs
could not spread over as many \inlts of production. In short,
the over-all cost of doing business went up in 1951, and profit
margins suffered.
Nature of defense business: The profit mcucgin on defense
work is lower than on civilian business. Fxirthermore, defense
business tends to be disruptive in its Initial stages. Time
51
is required to put vrc>rk on a mass production basis. And
even when this is achieved, combined civilian-defense
operations remain costly because of duplicate operations
cind jobs, additional paper work and other related factors.
In comparing 1952 net income with 1951, three factors
should be borne in mind. First, 1952 net income was in¬
creased by the inclusion of about $30 million of profits
reinvested in Canada that were applicable to the years
1940 through 1950, but vdiich had been previously deferred
because of Canadian exchange restrictions. In view of the
removal of Canadian exchange restrictions in Canada, these
profits have been included in consolidated income at this
time. Second, 1951 net income was reduced by a provision
of $35 million for reconversion euid pleint rehabilitation
costs incident to the defense emergency. No con^jarable
provision was required in 1952. Third, a larger proportion
of sales was derived from defense production in 1952.
Dxiring 1952 expenditures for real estate, plants and
equipment, including special tools, amoxinted to $629
million. About half of the fvinds required for these purposes
came from provision for depreciation and obsolescence of plant
and equipment, and amortization of special tools. Almost one-
third came from earnings reinvested in the business. The re-
1
mainder was provided by drawing on working capital. (Figure 5)







♦Taken from General Motors Annual Report. 1957.
On net sales of $10,028 million in 1953, G, M. earned
$598 million of net income or 6.0% of sales.
Earnings continued to be adversely affected by excess
profits taxes, and in 1953 earnings were also affected by
high material costs for special tools.
In view of the outlook at the end of 1953, the prior
year's profits of General Motors operations in Australia
(General Motors-Holden's Limited) have been included in
consolidated income for 1953. Effective with the year 1953,
profits realized currently in that country are also being
included in consolidated income as earned. Net income in
1953 was increased about $15 million by the inclusion of
53
Holden's profits earned in the years 1940 through 1952
vhich had previously been deferred because of exchange
restrictions.^
At Decertiber 31, 1954, the accoxmts of the Corporation*^
two principal foreign car and truck manufacturing sixbsidiaries,
Vauxhall Motors Limited (in England) and Adam Opel A.G, (in
Germany) were included in consolidated balance sheet of the
Corporation for the first time. Net sales for the year 1954
were Increased by $225 million as a result of this consolida¬
tion. The consolidated statements now include all sxabsidiary
con^anies engaged in manufacturing or vdiolesale marketing
operations.
Prior to 1954, the Corporation policy was to exclude
from consolidated income the unremitted profits of operations
in certain countries where exchange controls were considered
to be restrictrive. This policy, originally adopted in 1934
with respect to operations in Germany, was subsequently applied
to additional coxmtries as they established restrictions on
profit remittcuices prior to and during World War II.
During the postwar period, with the in^roved economic
outlook and relaxation of exchange restrictions, profits
realized in Canada and Aiostralla have been included in income.
1
G. M. Annual Report, 1954. (General Motors Corporation,
1954), pp. 34-35.
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Effective with the year 1954 profits of operations in all
coijntries overseas are being included in income as earned.
This recognized the iitproved exchange and economic conditions
in England and Western Europe, which are the principal re¬
maining countries Where ,unremitted profits have been excluded
from income. Unremitted 1954 earnings from these additional
foreign operations (principally Vauxhall and Opel) which have
1
been included in 1954 income amoxont to $27 million.
Profits of consolidated overseas subsidiaries earned
in prior years which had not been remitted to the United
States, have alitrast entirely been reinvested in plant
facilities abroad or have been required locally for current
operations. The amount of such unremitted profits not in¬
cluded in the Corporation's income was carried as a reserve
for unremitted foreign profits as of December 31, 1953.
This reserve has now been combined with the excess of General
Motors equities in the assets of Vauxhall Motors Limited and
Adam Opel A.G, as of December 31, 1954 over the carrying
values at that date, aind with certain other reserves allow¬
able to foreign operations. The corribined reserves amoxmting
to $142 million at Deceiriber 31, 1954 has been designated as
a "General Reserve Applicable to Foreign Operations". It




might arise from foreign operations, including the effect
of major exchange revaluations and losses from discontinu¬
ing foreign operations in any locality, either voluntarily
1
or because of conditions beyond the Corporation's control.
Net investments outside the United States and Canada,
after deducting the $142 million general reserve applicable
to foreign operations, amounted to $126 million at December
31, 1954. Earnings on these investments for the year 1954,
including earnings retained for reinvestment abroad, amount-
2
ed to about 10% of the Corporation's net income.
The financial results for 1955 reflect the \inprecedented
volume of business General Motors achieved for that year.
The increased earnings resulting from high volume made possible
larger dividends for G. M. common shareholders, as well as the
reinvestment of substantial sxims in the business to help meet
the cost of capital expenditure programs and to provide work¬
ing capital for operations at high volume.
In appraising the financial results of 1955 operations,
it is well to bear in mind that G. M.'s 1955 earnings resulted
3
from a year of exceptionally high volxime.
Sales and net income in 1956 were the second highest in
General Motors' history, exceeded only in the record year 1955.





G. M. Annual Report 1955. (General Motors Corporation,
1955), pp. 36-37.
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a year of declining volume, income may be expected to
decline more rapidly than sales.^
G. M. dollar sales of $10,990 million in 1957 were
exceeded only in the record yeeir 1955. Net income of
$834 million for 1957 con^cured with $847 million in
1956.
During 1957 the upward trend in payroll costs euid
charges for materials continued. Selling prices were
increased with the introduction of new models late in
the year, but the increases have not been sufficient to
recover the higher costs. Net income for the year amount¬
ed to 7.7% of sales, conpared with 7.8% in 1956 eind average
of 7.7% for the years 1951-1955.2
Taxes
Because of the national emergency. Congress increased
Corporate income tax rates, and iit^sed an excess profits
tax on corporation income retroactive to July 1, 1950. The
effect of these increases was to siibject 1950 income to a
combined normal income tax and surtax^ rate of 42% and, in
addition, to an excess profits tax of 30% on one-half of
1950 income in excess of a base period credit. In the case
of General Motors the credit is based upon 85% of average
M. Annual Report 1956.1956), pp. 32.
^G. M. Annual Report 1957.1957), p. 34.
3




addition to the normal income
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earnings for the three years, 1947-1949, with certain
adjustments as provided by law.
General Motors follows the practice of making provision
currently for income teixes by charging income with the
amounts estimated to be payable under the applicable tax
laws. Because the income subject to income taxes is
determined on the basis of tax law, there are necessarily
differences, which may be svibstantial in some years, be¬
tween taxable income euid the amount of income reported in
the income statements. Over a period of years these
differences tend to offset one another.
On the basis outlined above. General Motors provided
in 195G a total of $977,616,724 for United States and foreign
taxes on income (including $155,244,161 for excess profits
taxes), vhich was substantially greater than the net income
for the year. Provision in 1950 for other taxes amounted
to $141,000,000 and included state and local taxes and the
Corporation's share of social security taxes. (Figvire 4)
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FIGURE 4








Year *48 '49 *50 '51 '52 *53 *54 *55 '56 '57
a
U. S. and Foreign Income eund Excess Profits Taxes.
To
Taken from General Motors Annual Report. 1957.
In addition to making provision for the direct payment
of more them a billion dollars in taxes for the year 1950,
General Motors also generated a substantial total of other
taxes collected by governmental agencies. Sales and excise
taxes on products sold by the Corporation amounted to $417,000,000





Beyond this, substantial sums were collected by Federal
and state governments from G. M. stockholders in the form of
income taxes on dividends received. G. M. eitployees also
paid taxes on wages and saleiries received. G. M. suppliers
had to make provisions for taxes similar to those made by
the Corporation itself.^
Tax rates were substantially higher in 1951. The com¬
bined corporate normal income tax and surtax rate applicable
to 1951 Income was 50 3/4% and, in addition, an excess profits
tax of 30% was applied to income in excess of a base period
credit.
In the postwar period prior to 1950, there was no excess
profits tax and the combined normal Income tax and surtax rate
was 38%.
Provision for United States 2uad foreign taxes on income
for the years 1951 through 1953, including excess profits
taxes are sh.own in Figure 4.
United States income taxes for the years 1954 through
1957, were accrued on the basis of a combined normal tax and
surtax rate of 52% as provided by the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954. The Code permits deduction for tax purposes of
1




estimated expenses not hitherto allowable vintil paid or in¬
curred in later yeeucs. This had the effect of reducing tax
payments applicable to the first yeau: such deduction is
allowed, since the effect of the new provisions is to
accelerate (although not to increase in the long run) the
tax allowance.^
Because the income subject to income taxes is detejrmined
on the basis of tax law, there are necessarily differences
between taxable income and the income reported in the
statement of consolidated income. Over a period of years,
these tend to offset one another, but from year to year they
will affect the amount currently provided for taxes.




It has been aptly said that, "all machinery is an an
irrestible mcirch to the junk heap." Escperience indicates
that this is a true statement. The problems created by this
fact are becoming increasingly in^rtant to business and
management. Even before assets reach the junk heap, their
values decrease. In popular language, this decrease in value
is called depreciation.
There are several senses in which the word, "depreciation",
is more or less widely used in accovinting. Some of these are:
(1) Depreciation as a fall in price; (2) Depreciation as
physical deterioration; (3) Depreciation as fall in value;
and (4) Depreciation as allocation of cost.
The word, depreciation, means a fall in price. For
exan^ple, vdien a person buys an asset, such as a motor vehicle,
it depreciates by a stated amount as soon as it is taken out
of the showroom or as soon as it has been subjected to very
little use by its owner. This means that the taking possession
of such an asset converts it from a new to a second-hand
commodity and that the price of a second-hand commodity is
less than that of a new commodity of the same type. This fall




The word, depreciation, is sometimes used to mean the
physical deterioration of long-term assets.
There appears to be general agreement that the physical
basis for depreciation accounting is that at a certain stage
of its existence an asset can no longer be effectively used
for the purpose for which it was acquired. It is well recog¬
nized that use is not the only factor which affects the
depreciation of assets—decay, rust, corrosion and similar
agencies make their contribution toward physical deterioration
of assets. The effects of these influences, however, can be
counteracted or prevented by adequate maintenemce.
Probably the most frequently expressed interpretation of
depreciation is a diminution in value of an asset. When de¬
preciation is spoken of as a diminution of value or change of
value, it appears that those who use the word in this way mecin,
in effect, that after a piece of equipment or similar asset has
been acquired, it deteriorates through use, or through non-use,
or it becomes obsolete or inadequate, as a result of vhich the
chcinge of value takes place.
The concept of depreciation as an allocation of cost is
now so familiar that it needs no introduction. The Committee
of the American Institute of Accountants on Accounting Pro¬
cedure indicates its position in the following words:
"Depreciation accounting is a system of accounting v^ich
aims to distribute the cost or other basic value of tangible
capital assets, less salvage (if any), over the estimated use-
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ful life of the units (which may be a group of assets) in a
systematic and rational manner. It is a process of alloca¬
tion, not of valuation. Depreciation for the year is the
portion of the total charge under such a system that is allo¬
cated to the year. Although the allocation may properly take
into account occurrences during the year, it is not intended
to be a measurement of the effect of all such occurrences."
General Motors exercises the practice of carrying real
estate, plants and equipment substantially at cost, with minor
exceptions. The amo\mt at vhich properties were stated in the
balance sheet do not purport to represent replacement costs or
realizable value. Provisions were made for depreciation at an
average annual group (composite) rate calculated to recover
costs over the useful lives of the properties, using a straight-
line method.
The total anK>]rtizatlon cheirged for depreciation over the
eight year period amounted to 1,345 million dollars as com¬
pared with 3,071 million dollars spent for real estate, plants
and equipment for the same period. Of the amount spent for
real estate, plants and equipment approximately 46% was
written off against income. This in effect made possible a
reductioi of net profits Which would have otherwise been
spent, in all probability, for taxes and profits distributed
to shareholders
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Depreciation does not differ, fundamentally, from any
other class of operating chcurge. A business enterprise re¬
quires the services of plant assets as well as current labor
cuid materials, and the cost of plant assets are just as clearly
assignable to revenues as are the costs of the other essential
factors.
Depreciation represents the extreme exanple of prepay¬
ment; the cost of plant is incxarred in advance for years at
a stretch. This does not deny that the timing of plant
cost as a revenue charge is a peculiarly difficult problem.
The purpose of depreciation accotinting is to assign the
cost of plant to operations, and hence to revenue, in cun
orderly, reasonable manner. The necessity for charging opera¬
tions with e;q>iring cost factors, if periodic income is to
be correctly reported, is not affected by the question of vhat
will be done v^en the plant elements in cxirrent use are
eliminated. The accruing of depreciation moreover, does not
in itself provide fvinds for replacements or for any other
puspose. Conplete recognition of all operating charges is
necessary if net income or net loss is to be accxirately re¬
ported.
Profits, as generally understood, are determined from
the evidence given by the accounts of an enterprise. The
accounts recognize as one of the costs of doing business in
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each year an allocated portion of the investment in the
tangible capital assets. This allocated amount is generally
described as depreciation. The greater the depreciation
charged in any year, the less the apparent profits for that
year, and vice versa. Also, the greater the depreciation
charge in any given year, the less the danger of distribut¬
ing as profits some of the capital of the enterprise. The
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